
Product information

INSTANT Magnetic Holster

Strong adhesive magnetic pouch for all the small things, that you might need 
during technical rescue
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Description

Holster is designed for use at technical rescue in order to guarantee 
immediate access to small items such as marker pens etc..
Thanks to strong, sewn-in magnets at rear, holster can be mounted 
to a car or any other magnetic surface within one second. Using the 
handy hook-and-loop holding strap, holster can also be mounted to 
door handle, mirror etc. and therefore can be utilized also at cars 
made of new, non-magnetic materials etc.

Large main compartment is equipped with seven small pockets and 
three elastic loops for important tools needed at technical rescue.

Two drain holes at bottom are dedicated to avoid accumulation of 
water inside the INSTANT Holster e.g. in rainy conditions.

Thanks to handle, it can easily be opened even when wearing gloves.

Features:
- main compartment with wide opening with:
- 7 pockets for tools etc. and 3 elastic loops at interior of cover
- spacious interior

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 16 x 24 x 9 cm
• weight: approx. 390 g
• color: black
• material: 1200D polyester
• article-no.: 2901-9005

- 2 large, easy to grasp handles for opening of holster
- sewed-in magnets for sticking at cars or magnetic surfaces
- hook-and-loop strap for mounting at non-magnetic objects
- 2 draining holes at bottom for drying of interior
- reflective stripes at front and both sides

Scope of delivery

Magnetic holster without further or pictured supplies

INSTANT Magnetic Holster: front viewinner view

✓ strong: reliable mounting thanks to magnets or hook-and-loop strap
✓ fast: large handles for opening and wide access opening
✓ convincing: pockets and elastic loops for optimal overview

Use cases: mounting to car

mounting with hook-and-loop strap

magnetic attachment


